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Abstract

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a distributed sensor network composed a large number of nodes with low cost, low performance and self-management. The special structure of WSN brings both convenience and vulnerability. For example, a malicious participant can launch attacks by capturing a physical device. Therefore, node authentication that can resist malicious attacks is very important to network security. Recently, blockchain technology has shown the potential to enhance the security of the Internet of Things (IoT). In this paper, we propose a Blockchain-empowered Authentication Scheme (BAS) for WSN. In our scheme, all nodes are managed by utilizing the identity information stored on the blockchain. Besides, the simulation experiment about worm detection is executed on BAS, and the security is evaluated from detection and infection rate. The experiment results indicate that the proposed scheme can effectively inhibit the spread and infection of worms in the network.
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1. Introduction

The wireless sensor network is the underlying technology of IoT, which receives more and more attention. WSN is a multi-hop self-organized network formed by abundant sensor nodes deployed in the monitoring area [1, 2], which can collect environmental information and help participants in the decision-making process. WSN eliminates the limitation of cables and realizes wireless communication, so it is widely utilized in environmental monitoring, military monitoring, building security monitoring, medical care, and other fields.

However, the sensor devices are often deployed without protection, which allows attackers to physically capture WSN nodes, read sensor data, and even control nodes for network transmission [3]. For example, the attacker injects self-propagating malicious code (worm-type virus) into the captured node to infect the benign nodes, and finally control the network. To resist worm attacks, an attack detection scheme usually requires the cooperation of two components: firstly, collecting and analyzing the information in the network to detect current attacks; secondly, generating alarms and responding after an attack detected. The optimal response method is to directly move malicious nodes in the WSN network. Scilicet, the nodes register with the identity database to obtain a license, and then the network can manage the nodes by modifying the identity information. So WSN needs a node authentication scheme that only allows legitimate nodes to participate in the network to ensure the effectiveness
of node management capability. Nevertheless, how to secure the identity registry, if the network has already been attacked, is a key challenge.

Recently, blockchain technology has emerged as an ideal approach for secure data storage and distributed computing, which records transactions in the decentralized network in a verifiable and immutable manner [4]. It has the characteristics of decentralization, immutability, transparency, and system autonomy, which can effectively tackle the problems of privacy protection, equipment security, and inter-network cooperation caused by malicious nodes in WSN. To be specific, the identity information for node authentication in WSN can be stored in a decentralized blockchain network, which provides a transparent and secure way to manage data. So blockchain enables mutual trust between different participating nodes in WSN and greatly reduces the cost of reshaping or maintaining trust.

In this paper, we propose a blockchain-enabled node authentication scheme in WSN, which utilizes a new data structure, Trust Relationship Graph (TR-Graph), to store these nodes’ identity information in the authentication. In our proposed scheme, the required information can be divided into two parts: traditional authentication information and relationship information. The traditional authentication information includes the nodes’ certificates, ID, etc. And the relationship information is the binary relationships of valid nodes and their neighbor nodes. Besides, we construct a blockchain network among sink nodes to store and maintain the TR-Graph. To be specific, we adopt the transitive signature technology to represent the relationship information nodes, and then, the relationship and TR-Graph can be calculated and updated by the sink nodes. Finally, we conduct a comprehensive experiment of worm detection based on our proposed BAS scheme to evaluate the security of the scheme. The experimental results indicate that the proposed scheme effectively limits the spread and infection of worms, and our proposed BAS scheme performs well in node management and attack resistance.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:
1. We propose a new data structure, which is called the TR-Graph, to represent the nodes’ identity authentication information. Compared with the traditional identity information, TR-Graph stores the nodes’ relationship and enables trusted nodes to save communication interaction.
2. Based on the TR-Graph, we adopt blockchain to store the authentication information and introduce a new network (BAS). And in this network, the sink node authenticates the nodes in the local network domain by the transitive signature and TR-Graph. Therefore, the sink node bears most of the storage and computing overhead required, which makes BAS have the potential to be applied in resource scarcity networks. Besides, The BAS stores and maintains the node’s identity authentication information through the Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) blockchain built by all sink nodes to ensure the security of the scheme.
3. Based on BAS in WSN, worm detection experiments are carried out. The experiment divides the network into multiple independent network domains. Each sink node executes worm detection on the local network domain, and then inter-domain communication and node management are carried out through the blockchain. Meanwhile, we prove the security and application potential of the scheme.

2. Related work

In this section, we review three categories of related works to position our work in the research community.

2.1. Worm detection in WSN

Due to the limited resources of most sensor devices in WSN, traditional worm detection on the Internet is not suitable for WSN. AbuHmed [5] et al. proposed a simple remote code attestation based on software, and Yang [6] et al. proposed a memory attestation to verify the integrity of device hardware; both of them can effectively detect the worm nodes for resource-limited sensor network. Qiang [7] et al. proposed an improved Sequential Probability Ratio Analysis (SPRA) to detect the spread of worms based on the idea of the worm propagation chain.

In the WSN, the communication ability of the node is limited [8], so the infection of malicious code will cause the repeated transmission of data packets. The worm propagation chain is a special communication pattern that means worm infection. If a specific communication pattern is detected, we can dynamically select a threshold to determine whether the network has a worm infection by SPRA.

2.2. Node authentication in WSN

The RPL in 6LoWPAN first provides an authentication [9]: a device may initially join the network using a preconfigured key and the preinstalled security mode, and next obtain a different cryptographic key from a key authority. To strengthen the security of network authentication, Grajal [10] et al. proposed architecture for end-to-end secure communication of IoT devices, which effectively supports ECC-based identity authentication and key agreement. The conclusion of this scheme is that when using low-power sensor platform, even if the additional overhead of the authentication protocol is required, it will be more advantageous to entrust the expensive ECC calculations to more powerful devices. More solutions, which ensure security by complex calculations, have been proposed due to the improvement of resource availability. Wang [11] et al. proposed an efficient multi-factor user authentication protocol, which met various security goals, for real-time data access in WSNs. Lin [12]
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Specifically, suppose there is a graph $G$, which utilized transitive signature technology to authenticate nodes. Comparing with standard digital signatures, transitive signatures can be calculated by a third party [13].

Compared with standard digital signatures, transitive signatures can be calculated by a third party [13]. Specifically, suppose there is a graph $G = (V,E)$, a set of nodes $V = \{v_0,v_1,...,v_n\}$, the set of edges $E = V \times V$, the signature of any edge $(v_i,v_{i+1})$ is denoted as $\sigma_{(i,i+1)}$. Thus, any one can calculate the $\sigma_{(i-1,i)}$ as long as they get the $\sigma_{(i-1,i)}$ and $\sigma_{(i,i+1)}$ without knowing the private key of the signer. The transitive signature can solve the problem of efficiency and security of signature in practical applications [14]. For example, Lin [15] et al. proposed a transitive signature algorithm based on the classic RSA algorithm, which was used to authenticate a large number of dynamically growing graphics data. Moreover, the transitive signature can transfer the computational pressure to high-performance nodes in the authentication.

2.3. Integration of blockchain and WSN

Blockchain is a distributed ledger that combines data blocks into a chain data format in chronological order. Nodes in the network layer, without mutual trust, achieve verification through a certain consensus mechanism such as Proof of Work (PoW), Proof of Stake (PoS), and the Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance algorithm (PBFT). These mechanisms provide solid foundations for the smooth implementation of the contract layer and the application layer [16]. Its structure is shown in Fig.1.

Blockchain provides a new trust model under the open network, enabling system participants to achieve trust under decentralized conditions. To ensure trust and decentralization at the same time, the blockchain must sacrifice the performance of the system. However, lower system throughput will limit the large-scale application of blockchain in commercial activities. The distributed ledger technology based on the DAG is a kind of solution to this problem. It transforms the single-chain structure in the blockchain into a directed acyclic graph structure. DAG avoids the serialization write limitation caused by the single-chain structure, so it has the characteristics of supporting high concurrency, no mining, faster transaction speed, and lower resource consumption [17]. DAG structure is shown in Fig.2.

IOTA is a third-generation shared distributed ledger based on the DAG structure. It calls the special DAG structure it adopts as Tangle. The block in IOTA is a single transaction, and each new block refers to the previous two blocks. IOTA does not reach an immediate consensus. When a transaction involves the first two transactions, it means that the first two transactions have been verified [18]. Therefore, IOTA does not need miners, which avoids mining attacks such as [19, 20]. In IOTA, users can verify the transactions by themselves, and the transaction cost is only the computational cost of verifying the other two transactions [21]. Its structure is shown in Fig.3.

The blockchain is a kind of IoT security solution worthy of in-depth study, it can solve the trust problem between unreliable devices [22]. Hu [23, 24] et al. respectively proposed the attack detection strategies applied to multiple microgrids and the Internet of Vehicles. They utilize the Dpos consensus and a multi-layer structure blockchain to safely share detection results. Zhen [25] et al. proposed a distributed privacy protection strategy for wireless body area networks, which leverages the blockchain-based decentralized mobile edge computing paradigm to support efficient transmission of privacy information. For WSN, Feng [26, 27] et al. proposed a new consensus protocol and encryption mechanism, and then constructed a lightweight blockchain to store sensor data in a distributed manner to ensure data security. Zeng [28, 29] et al. adopted the blockchain network to store sensor data efficiently through high-performance nodes and sliding windows. Cui [30] et al. proposed a hybrid blockchain-based identity authentication scheme, which is constructed among different types of nodes, for multi-WSN. For the node management in WSN, Hammi [31] et al. proposed a security authentication mechanism applied to sensor networks, which allow nodes to migrate among different clusters by blockchain. They then applied the smart contracts to the identity authentication [32], which authenticate the IoT devices by a distributed system called the trust bubble. Shi [33] et al. proposed a blockchain-
empowered authentication scheme in the large-scale heterogeneous network for data security. However, the focus of the above work is on the authentication mechanism, and there is a lack of research on how to build a more suitable blockchain structure and consensus for WSN. BAS saves the communication interaction of authentication through the transitive signature technology, and shortens the consensus cycle of distributed nodes through Tangle. While ensuring the security of cross-domain authentication, it has more application potential than previous scheme.

3. Threat model

We define the worm attack model that satisfies the following assumptions:

Assuming that the sensor network is static, the location of sensor nodes will not change after deployment, and the nodes are bidirectional links, which can communicate with each other. Frequent communication among nodes will reduce network life, so the network always transmits fewer packets. However, the worm detection experiment [34] proves that the worm code needs to send multiple data packets when spreading, so the packet retransmission is the key to worm detection.

Suppose that the nodes captured by attackers can spread worms in the network. All sensor nodes have only two states: vulnerable or infected. Except for the infected initiator, all sensor nodes are initially vulnerable state. Because of the dense deployment of WSN nodes, each node has enough neighboring nodes that can be transmitted. Attackers usually adopt a hop-by-hop propagation strategy to reduce detection probability.

4. The blockchain-based node authentication scheme in the WSN

We propose a blockchain-based scheme for node authentication in WSN. As shown in Fig.4, the proposed scheme mainly involves five entities: base station, sink node, sensor node, wireless sensor network, and blockchain network, and includes two processes: generation of identity information, and interaction process with blockchain. Next, the introduction of each entity is as follows:

**Base station:** It mainly provides wireless communication for the network, collects sensor data of the entire network, and connects the wireless sensor network to the external network.

**Sink node:** Compared with sensor nodes, it has stronger computing and storage capabilities. It is responsible for collecting the sensor data, which is uploaded by sensor nodes in the local network and sent to the base station. Also, the sink node authenticates local sensor nodes through the data that are stored on the blockchain.

**Sensor node:** It is the basic functional unit of a wireless sensor network, which has low price, low power consumption, and poor performance. Sensor nodes send the data, which is collected from the environment to the sink node through multiple hops by adjacent nodes.

**Wireless sensor network:** WSN is divided into several local networks, and each local network has a sink node and several sensor nodes. The sensor nodes collect the physical information in real-time and send it to the sink nodes. Sink nodes converge and fuse local sensor information and send it to the base station.

**Blockchain network:** A special blockchain structure, called Tangle, is utilized to store the identity information of the nodes. All sink nodes participate in the blockchain network and publish the blocks, including the nodes’ identity information, to the blockchain for storage after the consensus. During the authentication, sink nodes periodically update the local TR-Graph by the identity information from the Tangle.

4.1. Generation of identity information

Two types of identity information, which include nodes’ certificates and the relationships among nodes, are required for the BAS. Therefore, we propose the TR-Graph to store the identity information of nodes. The TR-Graph is denoted as \( G = (V, E) \), which is an undirected graph, where \( V \) is a set of finite points; \( E \in V \times V \) is a set of finite edges. The point \( v \) represents the trusted entity sensor node in WSN, including the unique ID (UID), the certificate (Σ), etc. The edge \( (u, v) \) corresponds to the trusted relationship between the two nodes, which is a transitive signature (Sign). The details are as follows:

1) **Certificates:** Each sensor node in WSN registers with the sink node through its UID. The legal node in WSN is described as \( N = \{1, \ldots, N\} \). Then, each legal node will obtain its own key pair and private label as \( \{PK_n, SK_n, l_n\} \) from the sink node, where the public key \( PK_n \) is open to the entire network, and the private key \( SK_n \) and private label \( l_n \) are secretly stored by the node itself. Next, the sink node calculates \( \sigma_n = Sign(SK_n, \Sigma_n) \) as the standard signature of node \( n \), where \( Sign() \) is the standard digital signature algorithm, and \( SK_n \) is the private key of the sink node; Finally, \( \sigma_n = Sign(SK_n, l_n, \Sigma_n) \) is calculated as the standard signature of node \( n \); the certificate \( \Sigma_n = (l_n, \sigma_n) \) is generated for \( n \).

2) **Relation signature:** The legal node with the key pair can write signature. If node \( m \) is in the neighbor routing table of node \( n \), and the registration of \( m \) is completed through the transfer of \( n \), then \( n \) can sign a transitive signature on the relation between the two nodes:

\[
Sign_{(n,m)} = TSig(SK_n, \Sigma_n, \Sigma_m)
\]

\( TSig() \) is a transitive signature algorithm. The signature will be uploaded to the sink node. Based on the
characteristics of the transitive signature technology, the sink node can verify the signature:

\[ \{0, 1\}TVer \leftarrow (pk_n, Sign_{i,j}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

\(TVer(\cdot)\) is a verification algorithm for transitive signature. The algorithm will verify whether the signature is legal and return 1 or 0. The sink node can also synthesize two signatures that have transitive relation:

\[ Sign_{i,k} = Comp(Sign_{i,m}, Sign_{m,k}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

\(Comp(\cdot)\) is a synthesis algorithm for transitive signature, which combines two transitive signatures and returns a synthesized signature.

The purpose of additional storage, which is the trust relationship among nodes, is to save the communication overhead when nodes authenticate each other. For the traditional authentication scheme, when node A wants to communicate with node B, A needs to confirm the identity information of the B through a Certificate Authority (CA). Then A first encrypts the transmitted data with the B’s public key and then decrypts it with its private key. Through the above method, the two nodes can authenticate each other and negotiate a session key for communication. But for the BAS that additionally stores the trust relationship, the communication between trusted nodes can omit key negotiation and communicate through a constant session key. Therefore, the scheme can save the communication interaction of mutual authentication between nodes.

4.2. Interaction process

Fig.5 describes the interaction process between nodes and blockchain in BAS. The process is divided into two stages: registration stage and authentication stage.

In the registration phase, the sink node submits the identity information of the legal nodes to the blockchain network: First, sensor node A sends a registration request to the sink node (step 1); the sink node verifies the legitimacy of the node through the request containing a device’s inherent message. The legitimate nodes obtain their keys (step 2); Node A signs a transitive signature on the relationship between itself and neighbors nodes (step 3); The sink node verifies the previous block according to the Tips (step 4); The sink node packages the identity information of node A into a block, which quotes the blocks in the List, and publishes it (step 5).

In the authentication phase, the sink node periodically generates a local TR-Graph according to the blockchain: First, the sink node downloads the information, which is about the local network, on the blockchain (step 6); The sink node calculates the downloaded information into the TR-Graph, then calls it directly during the authentication (step 7); Sensor node B sends an authentication request to the sink node (step 8); The sink node responds to the request of the B according to TR-Graph (step 9).

The sink node undertakes most of the work of BAS. On the one hand, it acts as a registration agency, reviews the registration requests of nodes, distributes keys to legitimate nodes, and submits the node’s identity information to the blockchain; on the other hand, it also acts as a certification authority, regularly downloads identity information from the blockchain, and updates the local TR-Graph to authenticate local nodes. The maintenance process is divided into parts, including storing identity information on the blockchain and downloading it to update the TR-Graph.

4.2.1. Update the blockchain

All sink nodes in BAS are the participants of the blockchain, which chooses the Tangle for data storage. The consensus mechanism of Tangle is that every new transaction needs to verify the first two unconfirmed transactions and quote them. Verification means that the sink node checks the previous block content (node identification and signature) in BAS. Then, the sink nodes packages the new information and quote the
verified blocks. The uploading identity information to the blockchain is described as follows:

1) **Verify transaction:** The sink node firstly visits Tips (a list of unconfirmed blocks in the network), and randomly selects blocks for verification. The content of the block includes the certificate and signature of the node. For the node certificate \( \Sigma_n \), query the public key \( \text{PK}_{(S N_n)} \) of the sink node in the local network where \( n \) is located, then verify the public label \( w_n \). Thus, the sink node can judge whether the node is legal. For the signature Sign, the sink node judge it by the algorithm \( TVer(\cdot) \). When a block is verified, the sink node puts it into the List, including the blocks that can be quoted, and ends this work after the List is added to 2 elements.

2) **Generate block:** The new blocks must quote the two verified blocks. The content of the block includes timeStamp, ID of the block, hash value of the current block and previous blocks, and the data. The block structure is:

\[
\text{Block} = [\text{timeStamp}||\text{blockId}||\text{hashPre}||\text{hashCur}||\text{data}]
\]  

(4)

The data includes the node’s identity information \( \Sigma_n \), relation signature \( \text{Sign}_{(n,m)} \) and status flag. The data structure is:

\[
\text{Data} = [\Sigma_n||\text{Sign}_{(n,m)}||\text{flag}]
\]  

(5)

The flag is utilized to remove the identity information, the details will be introduced in 4.2.2.

3) **Publish block:** The sink node calculates the hash value of the new block and quotes the previous blocks according to the List. Then the sink node encrypts the new block with a private key and broadcasts it to the blockchain network. The new block is added to the end of the Tangle through the recognition of the format and source by the network participants. And, the release of a new block will update the List. After several rounds of consensus, subsequent quotations to a block will prove the credibility of the block.

4.2.2. **Update the TR-Graph**

The authentication does not directly call the data stored on the blockchain because it cannot be modified. The TR-Graph, which is generated by the sink node based on the Tangle, is utilized for final authentication. Therefore, the BAS can delete designated identity information to disable malicious nodes, which were originally trusted. The details are as follows:

1) **Generate local TR-Graph:** The sink node only authenticates the nodes in the local network, so TR-Graph just contains the information of this local network. The sink node traverses the identity information stored in the blockchain, and judges whether the identity information belongs to itself according to the node’s public label \( w_n \). Then the sink node downloads the identity information \( \Sigma_n \) belonging to it and the relation signature \( \text{Sign}_{(n,m)} \) signed by the local nodes. Finally, the sink node calculates the TR-Graph by the downloaded information. To solve the redundancy caused by repeated relation signatures, the sink node ignores the repeated signatures and synthesizes...
the transitive signature. Thus TR-Graph is a transitive reduction.

2) Update TR-Graph: The BAS adds a status flag to the block format, which indicates whether the purpose of the block is to register identity information or delete identity information. The flag in a new block will be changed from 0 to 1 if we want to delete the identity information rather than register. Other sink nodes can also verify the block after the disabling reason is written to the mechanism. The sink nodes will read the block in a new cycle, then ignore the previous identity information of the node in the block. Therefore, the sink node will not generate the node’s identity information when updating the TR-Graph.

Tangle maintains an identity that has been agreed by the entire network. The existence of this identity information is a linked list of DAG structures. The sink nodes will periodically download the data on the Tangle, and generate a partial TR-Graph. The graph only contains the identity information required for local authentication, and the sink node will directly call it during the authentication.

4.3. Algorithm description

As shown in Fig.6, the sink node submits identity information to the blockchain. Then the blockchain maintains the identity information through the consensus. Finally, the sink node periodically downloads the required information from the blockchain and updates the TR-Graph. The update algorithm of TR-Graph in BAS is exhibited in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Updating mechanism of TR-Graph

$$\text{input : registerRequests and transitive signatures}$
$$\text{output: Updating the TR-Graph}$

1 \textbf{begin:}
2 \hspace{1em} SN ← this;
3 \hspace{1em} Rmsg ← receiveRegister(); // SN receive the registerRequests
4 \hspace{1em} \textbf{forall elements of } Rmsg \textbf{ do}
5 \hspace{2em} request = decode(element);
6 \hspace{2em} \textbf{if } judge(request.SID)==1 \textbf{ then}
7 \hspace{3em} Send Keys to request.address;
8 \hspace{3em} \textbf{else}
9 \hspace{4em} return errors();
10 \hspace{2em} \textbf{end}
11 \hspace{1em} Smsg ← receiveSignature(); // SN receive the Signatures
12 \hspace{1em} \textbf{forall elements of } Smsg \textbf{ do}
13 \hspace{2em} msg = decode(Smsg);
14 \hspace{2em} list = verify(blockChain);
15 \hspace{2em} publish(list,msg)
16 \hspace{1em} \textbf{end}
17 \hspace{1em} Update(blockChain,TR-Graph);
18 \textbf{end}

In the algorithm, $SN$ represents the sink node, $Rmsg$ represents the registration information sent by the sensor node, $Smsg$ represents the signature information sent by the sensor node, and TR-Graph represents the final trust relation graph. The function $Judge()$ is used to judge whether the node is legal, $Verify()$ is used to verify the legitimacy of the previous block, and $Publish()$ can package the identity information into blocks, and $Update()$ can update the local TR-Graph according to the blockchain. The specific process of the algorithm is as follows:

After initialization (line 1), the sink node will collect registration requests from all surrounding nodes (line 3), and then traverse all registration requests (line 4). The sink node decrypts the request according to the inherent UID of the device (line 5) and then judges whether the requesting device can be registered according to the pre-deployed default configuration. If the registration request is passed, the node will obtain a key pair randomly distributed by the sink node (lines 6-7). The sink node collects the relation signatures submitted by the sensor nodes (line 12), then traverses all signatures (line 13). In this process, the sink node does not verify the current signature but verifies the previous signatures according to Tips (line 15). The receiver node then publishes the current signatures according to the List (line 16). Moreover, in each cycle, the sink node will update the local TR-Graph (line 18) based on the blockchain.

5. Security analysis

This section will analyze the security of BAS from three aspects: certification, detection rate, and transmission rate.

Authentication: The BAS uses the device’s inherent UID to authenticate the sensor nodes. After the node is authenticated by the system, it obtains the certificate and key and becomes a legal node. Then the node can encrypt the data and sign the relation signature. The UID of the deployed device has already been written to the memory of the sink node, and the sensor node cannot obtain this UID list. Therefore, it is difficult for a disabled device to forge a new legal UID to join the network again. Digital signature technology prevents attackers from pretending legal entities or forging false information; adding a timestamp prevents attackers from launching replay attacks. The above encryption technology makes the system have good ability to resist traditional security attacks.

Detection rate: Collect the communication patterns and use the dynamic detection algorithm SPRA to detect the worm propagation in the network. The scheme effectively addresses the worm propagation characteristics in WSN. Under the condition that the false alarm rate $\alpha'$ and the missed alarm rate $\beta'$ are continuously
6. Simulation and experiment

This section conducts worm detection simulation and compares two WSNs that have been attacked by worms. One of them only runs a traditional worm detection scheme, and the other can manage detected malicious nodes by BAS. This proves the potential of BAS to integrate other attack detection strategies and the security of BAS.

6.1. Environment setting

The sink node monitors the communication patterns of the local network domain. When a fusion communication pattern is detected, the sink node runs the SPRA algorithm to calculate the possibility of worm propagation. Set the user false alarm value and the missed alarm value to 0.01, the lower threshold \( \gamma \) and the upper threshold \( \gamma \) are set to 0 and 0.9, respectively, the election probability of monitoring nodes \( \rho \) = 0.1, and the probability of random broadcast of packets \( \rho_f \) = 0.02. The simulation is carried out in the Matlab environment: with 90-time slots as a cycle, 300 sensor nodes are placed in a square area of 300m×300m, and the communication radius of each sensor node is 50m.

In the experiment, the packet sent by each node is either benign or malicious. Normal network traffic satisfies the Poisson distribution, the interval time of packets transmission satisfies the exponential distribution of the parameter \( \lambda \), and the packet size sent in each time slot is 50 bytes.

6.2. Experimental analysis

6.2.1. Infection rate

We utilize the epidemic spread model to simulate the spread of worms in sensor networks. The epidemic spread model can predict the number of infected nodes in the network well. Literature [35] gives a simple epidemic spread model and infection rate of worms in discrete time.

\[
\frac{dI_t}{I_t} = \rho_t (N - I_t)
\]

(6)

As exhibited in formula (6), the unit of time is a time slot \( t \), \( I_t \) represents the number of infected nodes in the network at time \( t \), \( N \) represents the number of summary nodes in the network, and \( \rho \) represents the infection rate between sensor nodes.

The infection rate is set to a fixed probability \( \rho \). Within different total numbers of nodes, the number of infected nodes varies with time, as shown in Fig.6. As the time increases, the number of infected nodes increases. The network with a smaller number of nodes is fully infected at a slower speed. The communication between groups of BAS uses blockchain technology, and the worm will not spread horizontally in each network group, so the total number of nodes that the worm can infect is the number of network nodes divided by the number of network groups. Therefore, BAS, which clusters the network, has more advantages in resisting worm infection.

6.2.2. Detection rate

Assuming that \( n \) samples are detected when the SPRA algorithm terminates, and the time spent for detection is \( r \), then the probability that the worm node is detected before the time \( r + 1 \) is \( P_r = 1 - e^{-\sum_{i} P^i} \), where \( P^i \) is the maximum probability that the worm is not detected in each time slot, as shown in formula (7):

\[
P^i = 1 - \frac{\ln \frac{1-e^\gamma}{\alpha}}{\ln \frac{1-e^\gamma}{\gamma_0}} + n \frac{\ln \frac{1-e^\gamma}{\gamma_0}}{n(\ln \frac{1-e^\gamma}{\gamma_0} - \ln \frac{1-e^\gamma}{\gamma_0})}
\]

(7)

In each round of time slots, the SPRA accepts hypothesis \( H_1 \) when \( \phi_n \geq I_1(n) \) and determines that there is worm propagation in the network. The probability that a malicious node is detected is \( P_r = 1 - \prod_{i=1}^{r} (1 - P^i) \) before the time \( r + 1 \). In addition, since \( (1 + x) \leq e^x \), the probability expression can be expressed as formula (8):

\[
P_r = 1 - \prod_{i=1}^{r} (1 - P^i) \geq 1 - e^{-\sum_{i} P^i}
\]

(8)
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